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Abstract. The nonpreemptive scheduling of a partially ordered set of tasks cn a machine with m 
processors of different speeds is studied. Polynomial time algorithms are presented which benefit 
from selective non-use of slow processors. The performance of these heuristics is asymptotic to dm 
times worse than optimal, whereas list schedules are unboundedly worse than optimal for any fixed 
value of m. The techniques of analyzing these schedules are used to obtain a bound on a large class 
of preemptive schedules. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of scheduling a partially ordered set of tasks on a machine with m 
processors of different speeds was introduced by Liu and Liu [ l&11]. They studied a 
class of schedules known as demand driven or list schedules. The characteristic 
property of these schedules is that at no time is there both an idle processor and an 
unexecuted executable task. They showed that any list schedule has a finishing time 
which is at most 1 + (bJb,,,) - (bl/(bl + l l l + b,)) times worse than optimal, where bi 
is the speed of the ith fastest processor (the optimal schedule is the one with least 
finishing time). In addition, list schedules do at times perform as poorly as the bound 
[lo, 111. This is a discouraging result since a large gap between the speeds of the 
fastest and slowest processors implies the ineffectiveness of list scheduling, 
independent of the speeds of the other processors or the number of processors. List 
scheduling has been a prototype of approximation algorithms since its introduction 
in the identical processor case [4]. 
Qnc: way of avoiding the problem of anboundedly bad behavior is to use 
preemptive scheduling. When one is allowed to use preemption, one is allowed to 
temporarily suspend the execution sf al executing task, and complete the execution 
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of the task later. Furthermore there is no added cost for this preemption. Horvath, 
Lam and Sethi s:udied a ‘level algorithm’ for the preemptive scheduling of tasks [6] 
which generalizes the algorithms of [13,14]. Schedules produced by the level 
algorithm are special cases of maximal usage schedules [7]. The worst case per- 
formance of any maximal usage schedule is $ + &n times worse than optimal [7]. Any 
preemptive schedule may be easily transformed into a maximal usage schedule, with 
6 finishing time at least as small as the original schedule. 
A related model in which better algorithms are known is the nonpreemptive 
scheduling of independent asks (i.e. no partial order) on processors of different 
speeds, In that case, there are E-apy:roximation algorithms due to Horowitz and 
Sahni [S] which require an exponential amount of time as a function of the number of 
processors, but not as a function of the number of tasks. Gonzalez, Ibarra and Sahni 
[3] show that the largest processing time heuristic (a polynomial time algorithm) is at 
most twice optimal. Finally, Cho and Sahni [l] have studied various other algorithms 
for thlr: machine environment. 
The decision problem of determining whether a given set of tasks (even if they are 
independent) can be scheduled on processors of different speeds within a given 
finishing time is NP-complete [5]. As a result it is rather unlikely that an algorithm 
can be found which runs in polynomial time and always produces the optimal 
schedule. It is for this reason that we try to develop algorithms that approximate the 
optimal schedulle as we proceed to explain. 
The focus of this paper is to provide a nonpreemptive algorithm which is 
guaranteed to be no worse than 0(&z) times worse than opti.mal, regardless of the 
speeds of the processors. While Jm and hJb, (the leading behavior in the 
performance of list schedules) are strictly speaking incomparable (in that either may 
be smaller for different sets of processor speeds), the natural way that the algorithm is 
developed guarantees that the worst case performance for any fixed set of processor 
speeds is not worse than 1 + bJb,. 
The basic strategy of the heuristic is to use only the fastest i processors for an 
appropriately chosen value of i. In contrast to other algorithms that rule out the 
use of certain processors [3], this algorithm is unique in that the processors may be 
ruled out before the set of tasks is examined. In particular, the algorithm does not 
nezd a:?y information about the time requirement of a task before scheduling 
the task .
h-md <definitions are provided in Section 2. Section 3 describes which processors 
are to be useo if O(dm) behavior is desired. A bound of Jrn +- O(m 1’4) is obtained on 
the performance of the heuristic. Also, for small values of m the exact worse case 
performance of the algorithm is computed. This is significant as O(m 1’4) is poten- 
tially a dominating factor for small values of m. The time complexity of the algorithm 
is OC,n’ + m ), where n is the number of tasks. It is significant to note that any 
algorithn which does not use informatiou about the time requirement of a task 
before scheduling the task, cannot perform better than drn times worse than 
optimal [2]. 
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As mentiolred above, in [7] a bound of &n + 3 times worse than optimal 1~ obtained 
for the maximalusage preemptive schedules. Section 4 describes the applicaiion of 
the techniques of this paper to that class of preemptive schedules. It is shown t%at he 
analysis of Section 3 provides a bound of Jm + O(m 1’4) on these algorithms. While 
the analysis of [7] provides a better bound, it is worthwhile to note that the r:orrect 
asymptotic behavior may be derived without using the techniqu :s of [7]. 
2. Task systems 
A task system (S’, C, 1~) consists of: 
(1) a set 9of n tasks, 
(2) a partial ordering C on 9, 
(3) a time function p : 9-+ R’. 
The set 9 represents the set of tasks or jobs that need to be executed. The partial 
ordering specifies which tasks must be erecuted before other tasks. The value p(T) is 
the time require.ment of the task T. 
Associated with the system (9, <, h) is a set of processors P = {Pi: 1 G j s m). 
There is a rate bi associated with the processor fi(bl 3 bZ 2 l l 9 2 b, > 0). If a task T 
is assigned to a processor P with rate b, then p(T)/& time units are required for the 
processing of T on P. (When discussing ageneric processor ‘if’, the associated rate is 
taken to be ‘b’.) 
A schedule for (9, <, p,; on a set of processors !Y with rates bl, . . _ , b, is a total 
function 9’: F+ R x 9 satisfying conditions (1) and (2) below. If Y(T) = (t, P), then 
the starting time of task T is t and the finishing time of T is t + (p (T)/ b) and T is being 
executed on P for times x such that t s x < t + (g (T)/b). 
The function 9’ satisfies: 
(1) for all t E R+, if two tasks are both being executed at time t, then they are being 
executed on different processors at time t; 
(2) for T, T’E 9, if T < T’ the starting time of T’ is no less than the finishing time 
of T. 
Condition (1) asserts that processor capabilities may not be exceeded. Condition 
(2) forces the obedience of precedence constraints. 
The finishing time of a schedule is the maximum finishing time of the set of tasks. 
An optimal schedule is any schedule that minimizes the finishing time. For two 
schedules 9 and Y’, with finishing times w and w’ the performance ratic ofv” relative 
to 9’ is w/w’. 
One class of schedules is the class of list schedules. List schedules are deGgned to 
avoid the apparently wasteful behavior of letting a processor be idle while there are 
execut$.ble tasks. A list. schedule uses a (priority) list L which is a permutation of the 
tasks of 9, i.e., L = (G, . l . 9 T,)( c E .Y and for i # j, Ti # Tj). The list schedule for 
(y, <, h) v&h the list L is defined as follows. At each point in time that at least one 
processor completes a task, each processor that is not still executing, is assigned an 
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unexecuted executable task. The tasks are chosen by giving higher priority to those 
unexecuted tasks with the lowest indices in L. If r processors are simultaneously 
available (r > l), then the r highest priori,ty unexecuted, executable tasks are 
assigned to the available processors. The decision as to which processor gets which 
task is made arbitrarily (or one may choose to assign higher priority tasks to faster 
processors). Only if not enough unexecuted tasks are executable, do processors 
remain idle. Note that any schedule that is unwasteful in the sense that processors are 
never permitted to be idle unless no free tasks are available can be formulated as a list 
schedule. 
When the processors are of different speeds, list schedules may be as bad as 
1 + (61/b,,) - (Mb1 -+ l l l + b,)) times worse than optimal [lo, 111. The reason 
for this ‘unboundedly’ bad behavior (as a function of the number of processors) is 
that an extremely slgw processor may bottleneck the entire system by spending 
a large amount of time on a task. This motivates the following class of heur- 
istics. A !ist schedule on the fastest i processors has a priority list as above. The 
difference in the execution strategy is that the slowest m -i processors are never 
used, and tasks are scheduled as if the only processors available were the fastest 
i processors. 
To analyze this class of schedules the following definitions are necessary. A chain 
C is a sequence of tasks C = ( Tlr, . . ..,z) with FEYsuch that for allj, laj<l, 
T < Ti+l. Cstarts with task Tl. The length of C is zf= 1 p (?;.). The height of a task 
T E 3 is the length of the longest chain starting at T. The height of (9, <, p) is the 
length of the longest chain starting at any task T E 5 
While the n&ion of the height of a task is a static notion which is a property of 
(9, <, p)), we also associate a dynamic notion of the height of a task with any 
schedule for (9, <, p). SpecificalJy, let 9 be a schedule for (9, <, EL), and let t be a 
time less than the finishing time of 9. Then the height of the task Tat time t is equal 
to the length of the longest chain starting at T, where the length of the chain con- 
siders only the unexecuted time requirements. Similarly, the height of (F, < , p) 
at time t is the length of the longest chain starting at any task not yet completed 
T E 9. Note that if a portion of a task has been finished at time t, then it contributes 
to the height only that proportion of the time requirement which has not yet been 
completed. 
lt is convenient to analyze schedules based on whether or not the hgight is 
decreasing during a given interval of time. One may plot the height of (9, C, p) as a 
function of time for a given schedule 9’ and make the following observation. The 
height is a nonincreasing function which starts at the original height of (9, <, p) for 
t = 0, Etnd en& at height 0 at the finishing time of 9. If during an interval of time, the 
height was a monotonically decreasing function of time then that interval is called a 
he&# redircing interval. If during an interval the height is constant, the interval is 
called a constant height intervaZ. Any schedule may be completely partitioned into 
portions executed during height reducing intervals, and portions executed during 
constant height intervals. 
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3. List schedules on the fastest i processors 
The first portion of this section entails an analysis of the worst case performance of 
list schedules on the fastest i processors. Given a set of speeds bl, . . . , b,, and given i, 
a bound will be obtained in terms of the parameters hi’s and i. The second portion of 
this section analyzes this bound more carefully, and indicates that for each set of 
processor speeds, an easily determined value of i causes the performance ratio to be 
no worse than 1 + 2Jm times worse than optimal. A more complicated analysis then 
shows that in fact some value of i causes a ratio of no worse than Jm + O(m li4). The 
final portion of this section provides examples which indicate that the performance 
bound is the correct order of magnitude. In particular, for certain sets of speeds, our 
heuristic and a class of related heuristics are as bad as Jrn - 1 times worse than 
optimal. 
It is easy to get a speed independent bound for a simple scheduling algorithm, but 
this bound is not very good. It is not hard to see that if only the fastest processor is 
used, and it is always used, that the resulting schedule is no worse than m times w~::;zsti 
than optimal. This possibility is actually alluded to in [lo, al]. The bound of this 
section (which discusses anatural generalization of using only the fastest processor) is 
substantially better than this. 
3.1. Performance bound on list schedules on the fastest i processors 
The analysis approach that we use is to obtain two lower bounds, LB1 and LB2, on 
the finishing time of the optimal schedule for a given task system. Then an upper 
bound, UB, is obtained on the finishing time on the schedule of interest. The ratio 
(UB/max(LB1, LB*)) is then an upper bound on the performance ratio of the 
schedule relative to optimal. 
Define Bi = C ;=I bp Thus Bi is the total processing power of the fastest i processors. 
B, is the total processing power of all the processors, and B1 = bl. 
For a given task system, let p denote the sum of the time requirements of the tasks 
in the system (by abuse of notation) and let h denote the (original) height of the 
system. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (9, <, p) be a task system to be scheduled on processors of different 
speeds Let wept be the finishing time of an optimal schedule. Then w,,+ 
max(&Bm, h/b& 
Proof. The most that any schedule can process in unit time is B, units of the time 
requirement of the system. It thus follows immediately that wept 3 p/B,,,. 
A chain of length h requires at least time h/b! to be processed, even if the fastest 
processor is always used on the chain. It follows that wOpt 2 h/bI. Combining these 
two bounds we obtain wept 3 max(g/B,, hlbl). 
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Lemma 3.2. Let (9, <, p ) be as in Lemma 3.1. Let wi be the finishing time of a list 
schedule on the i fastest processors. Then wi 6 (cc/ Bi) + (h/hi)* 
Proof. To analyze the effectiveness of any list schedule on the fastest i processors, it
is convenient o break up the schedule of interest into height reducing intervals and 
constant height intervals. The sum of the total duration of these intervals equals wi. 
Consider any constant height interval. Throughout the interval all of the fastest i
processors are in use. We will prove this by contradiction. Let time t be a time within 
a constant height interval when fewer than i processors are in use. Consider the set of 
unfinished tasks that are at maximum height at time to By definition, each of these 
tasks is executable (i.e. has no unfinished predecessors). Since not all of the fastest i
processors are in use, and the schedule is a list schedule on the fastest i processors, it
must be that all of these maximum height tasks are being executed. But then, it 
follows that the height of the task system in this interval is being reduced, contra- 
dicting the fact that this is a constant height interval. 
By the above remarks, it follows that during each constant height interval, the 
processors of the machine are processing at least Bi units of the time requirement of 
the task system per unit time. Thus the total time spent on constant height intervals is 
at most FIBi. 
Next, examine the height reducing intervals. At each point in time, some of the 
tasks being executed are at the maximum height. These as well as all other tasks being 
executed are being processed at the rate of at least bi. Since the total height may be 
reduced by at most !z throughout he schedule, it follows that the total amount of time 
spent on height reducing intervals is a,: most h/hi. Together with the above bound on 
the amount of time in a constant height interval, one may conclude that wi s 
(p/Bi) + (hlbi). 
Actually it is easily shown that wi s ((EL - h)/Bi) + (h/hi) but this does not substan- 
tially improve the performance bound. This improvement follows from the fact that 
at least h units of the time requirement are executed uring height reducing intervals 
leaving only p - h for constant height intervals. It will be important o remember this 
improved bound for some numerical results in Section 3.2. 
It follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that: 
(1) 
Eq. (1) presents us with an opportunity to formally state the schedule that will be 
usi?d. Given a task syste&m (F, <, h), determine the total time requirement of all tasks 
(cc ), and the height of the system (h). Compute the right-hand side of (1) for each 
valucofi=l,..., m. The value of i that minimizes the expression is the number of 
proces!;ors that will be used. Devise any list schedule on the fastest i processors. In 
Section 3.2 it will be shown that the performance ratio 01 this schedule (relative to 
optimal) is at most Jm + O(m ‘j4). 
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The algorithm as stated above involves doing a separate calculation for each task 
system in order to determine how many processors to use. However, to get the 
Jm +O(EP4 ) behavior, it is in fact possible to use the same number of processors 
independent of the task system (based only on the hi’s). By comparing the first lower 
bound on Wept to p/& and the second lower bound to h/hi, (1) implies: 
(2) 
The second scheduling algorithm uses a list schedule on the fastest i processorL 
where i minimizes the right-hand side of (2). In Section 3.2 it is shown that any 
resulting schedule is not worse than dm +O(m”“) times worse than optimal 
irrespective of the value of the bj’s. 
Note that if the bound used on wi is wi G ((p - h)/BJ f (h/bi)p then one may obtain 
a bound on the algorithm of: 
Wi 
Wept 
s&n : 61 61 
--B 
Bi bi Bi l (3) 
Thus, a third scheduling algorithm chooses i on the basis of (3). This improved 
algorithm does not have better asymptotic behavior, b& does provide a better 
algorithm for small values of m. This will be explained in geater detail when 
numerical results are discussed. For asymptotic bounds we wi;i use the algorithm 
generated by the simpler (2). 
(Notation : The right-hand side of (2) will be denoted Ei(b)a The right-hand side of 
(3) will be denoted E: (b).) 
The bound of (3) with i = m is the performance bound of Liu and Liu [IO, 111. For 
this reason, the choice of the value of i as the one which minimizes E: (6) provides a 
bound which is at least as good as their bound. The derivation of (3) presented here is 
similar to the derivation of their bound. 
in the remainder of this section the running times of the above algorithms is 
analyzed. Choosing the number of processors to use on the basis of (2) or (3) requires 
time O(m) as follows. One needs O(m) time to compute Bl, BZ, . . . , B,, O(m) to 
compute Ei(i’I?) for each value of i, and O(m) to minimize Ei(b). Of course the value i 
need not be chosen separately for each task system to be scheduled on the same set of 
processors. 
The actual. scheduling of tasks once the processors are chosen requires time Q( n 2, 
if the proper data structures are used as follows. For each task T, a number pred(T) is 
maintained which represents the number of tasks that precede T that are not yet 
coT:$eted. The values pred( T) for T E 9 are initialized in 0(n2) time using the 
adjacency matrix for <. When a task T is completed, then if T < T’ the value 
pred( T’) is decremented. It requires time O(n) to update the pred function each time 
that a task is completed. if pred(T’) is set to 0 when it is decremented, then T’ is 
added to a list of executable tasks. The processor that had been executing the 
completed task, T, is then added to a list of idle processors (this list initially consists of 
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the fastest i processors). The actual assigning of the tasks to the currently unassigned 
processors given these two lists can be done in constant time per task. Thus the I 
leading term in the total time complexity is the O(n*) time required to do the 
initialization and to do y1 updates qf the pred furAt. - ion (after the execution of each 
task). It is easy to verify that the schedule generated is a list schedule on the fastest i
processors, as the fastest i processors are never unnecessarily idle. 
To complete the analysis of the running time, we describe how to determine which 
of at most i currently executing tasks is finished next. Thi:; may be done in O(log m) 
time if a list of ‘currently executing’ tasks is maintained iii order of their finish time. 
When a task is e;cheduled it is inserted into this list based on its finishing time. This 
must be done at most n times throughout he schedule. For m < yt, O(rz log m) is a 
low or’!zr term. For n c m, the insertion requires only O(log 12) time, and O(n log n) 
is a low order term. Thus the total time complexity is O(n* + m). 
3.2. Calculation OF speed-independent bound 
TEAs section analyzes Eq. (2) in three different ways. The first way nrovides an 
intuitive indication of which processors to use as a function of their relative speeds. 
Specifically, if the processors used are those whose rates are within a factor of drn of 
the fastest processor, then list scheduies on these processors are at most 1 + 2Jm 
times worse than optimal. The second approach proves that one may always choose i
such that the bound is Jm + O(m”4). This complicated proof does not give any 
intuitive idea how to choose i in general, other than calculating Ei(b) for each value 
or” i and then minimizing. The third method of analysis is a calculation of the actual 
numerical bounds on the algorithm for small values of m when the correct choice of i 
is made. These bounds are better than 1 + 2dm and are more exact than a bound with 
an O( m 1’4) term. 
Theorem 3.1, Consider a set of m processoxs of different speeds. Then some value of 
i( 1 s i s m) has the property that jar any task system (with optimal finishing time wept), 
and any list schedule on the fastest i processors for that task system (with finishing 
time Wi) Wi/ Wept S 1-h 2Jm. 
roof. Recall that wJ wept- <(B,/Bi)+(bI/bi). Choose i such that Jibi 2 bl and 
*Lb,+ l < b:. Certainly some j satisfies Gbi 3 bl (since bl satisfies it). If no j satisfies 
d’mbjAl < bl, then choose i = m. From (2) and V le choice of i: 
(4) 
This follows from breaking up B, into Bi + bi+l + l l l + b, and utiing the upper 
bound (on 6,. 
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Now clearly B* I a bl. Also using &bi < bl for j 2 i + 1 (4) may be modified to 
obtain: 
Wi < 1 +(m -i)(b’lW+Jm -\ . 
wept h (5) 
Since (m - i) s m one may conclude that wi/ Wept s 1+ 2Jm. 
‘Thus if the processors that are used are the ones whose speeds are within Jrn of the 
fastest processor, we get a bound of I+ 2dm. In fact, this bound may be improved 
somewhat for the choice of i considered in the proof. We skip the details and proceed 
to give a more complicated proof which improves the bound of Theorem 3.1 by 
choosing i in a more intelligent manner. 
Theorem 3.2. Consider a set of m processors of different speeds. Then some value of 
i(l s i s m) has the property that for any task system (with optimal finishing time wept), 
and any list schedule on the fastest i processors for that task system C with finishing 
time Wi) Wi/ Wept S Jm + O(m li4). 
Proof. ‘I lib . er _ 2 of i that is chosen is the one that minimizes Ei(b). Let f(m) be the 
supremum of mini Ei(b), where the supremum is taken over 513 bZ a l l l 3 b, > 0.3. 
will be shown that f(m) is actually achieved by a particular set of speeds bl, . . . , b,. 
Also, these speeds have the property that for every i, f(m) = Ei(b). Using this 
fact one may conclude that f(m) s Jm + O(m 1’4). 
Define BcRm by B={(bl,...,b,)ER”: blab2a**-ab,.,,SO and Bm=l}. 
Note that B consists of every legal set of processor speeds (normalized to sum to l), 
and some illegal sets (e.g. bm = 0). For b E B, with b = (61,. . . , bm), define g(b) = 
mini Ei(b). (Note that g(b) f 00 since El(b) = l+ (l/b*) < 00.) If b, # 0, then g(b) is a 
bound on the heuristic with processor speeds bI, . . . , bm. Since B is compact and g is 
continuous, g attains a maximum at some particular point b* = (b:, . . . , bg) E. B. 
Note that g(b*) 2 f(m). Also, to show g(b*) = f(m) it suffices to show that bz # 0. 
It must be tha: g(b*) = E,(b*). To prove this, assume g(b*) # Em(b*) and define b’ 
by 6: =b”f(l+e) and bk =(bz+E)/(I+E). For some E (O<&Cl,), b’eB (if 
bg # b$,-I), Ei(b’)> Ei(b*) for i<m, and Em(b’)<Em(b*). Since Em(b*) wzs not 
the smallest Ei value for b”, for sufficiently small E, g(b*) < Em(b’). Since Ei(b’) > 
g(b*) for every i, g(b’)> g(b*), contradicting the fact that b* maximizes g. (If 
b” m=b&-1=***=b~+~<b~,thenb ’ as defined is not in B. In that case, c)ne defines 
bi = (bT +(e/(m -i)))/(l+&)forj=i+l,. . ., m in order to prewve the decreasing 
nature of the vector 6’. A similar proof then follows.) 
To prove that for every i Ei(b*) is the same, it suffices to consider the case that 
g(b*) = Em(b*) = l l l = Ek+a(b*) < E&*). We will define a sequence of vectors b’, 
b”, b”’ so that each successive vector has the various E, values at least as large as g 3”) 
but agreeing with g at one less value of i. That is Ek+l(b’) b g(b*), &+#‘P gW*), 
etc. Finally, we will obtain Em (6) > g(b*) for aome vector b with either g(b) > g(b*) 
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or g(b) = g(b*). In the first case it contradicts the fact that b* maximizes g. En the 
second case it contradicts g(b*) = E,(b*) since b then maximizes g and g(b) Z 
E,(b). 
The vector b’ is defined by b: = b: for i # k, k + 1, b; = bf +e and bi+l = 
b* k+l -E. It is easy to verify that both &+&I’) and Ek(b’) exceed g(b*) for small e. 
Also E;(W) = Ei(b*) for i # k, k + 1. We now show 6% B. From Ek+z(b*) = Ek+l(b*) 
we have bt+l > bf+z. Thus bi+l > bi+z for small E. However, b$ = bEeI is possible 
which would imply b’& B. In that case, the E is not added to 62, but rather a total of E 
is added to the processors whose rrtes equal b$. The vectors b”, b”‘, . . . are defined in 
a similar manner. The final vector has E,(b)> g(b*). Since g(b*) = E,Jb*), the 
vector b cannot maximize g. But Ei(b)>g(b*) for every i = 1,. . . , m. This 
contradicts the fact that b* maximizes g. 
It followic from the fact that Ei(b*) =g(b*) for every i that bz # 0 and thus 
g(b*) =f(m). 
The bound g,f Jrn + O(m *‘4) will be proved by using the fact that f = f(m) = Ei(b*) 
for each value of i. Using f = Ei(b*) and f = El@*) one may conclude that b: = 
BF/<f - l)(fB” - 1) since b: = bTB”/(fB” - 1) and b? = l/(f - 1). This in turn 
proves that by = (l/f(f-l))(l+l/(fB”-1)). Thus for j>ib~~(l+l/(fBT-1)) 
/f ( f - 1). From this it follows that: 
bF+I +o l l +bg = 1-B” 6 (1 +&)(m - i)/,f(f - 1), wksre e = l/(fBT - 1). (6) 
In order to use the above equation to get a bound on f, a few other facts are needed. 
8 Noee that fdm. This can be shown by considering the vector b’ which is a 
normalized bcrsion of the vector (Jm - 1, 1, 1, . . . , 1) since g(b’)> Jm. Note also 
that b;k < Jl/m. This follows from the fact that &(b*) = E,(b”) which implies that 
bTZ = b$ Since rnbz G 1 the uppsr bound on by follows. Thus for j = 1,. . . , m 
br & < l/Jm and the successive sums BT, B& . . . , I32 are spaced apart by a 
distance of at most l/&z. Thus, for some value of i, BT = rm-“’ for some t 
between J2 aad 1 + J2 (for sufficiently large m). 
Let B” =rm-‘j4. Then 1 +B” 2 1 + E using the expression for E in (6). This 
follows from the fact that 
using f > Jm and B” = rm-1’4. Since r2 3 2 and B” 6 1, BTf c 2 r2 - BP 3 2 - 1= 1 
and thus BT 3 E. Using (6) and 1+ BF 2 1 + e we have 
f<f- 1) s h -i)(l+Bs)/(l-B”)=s(m-i)(l+rm -l/4)( 1 + 2rm -1’4) 
for sufficiently large values of m (the last inequality is obtained by expanding 
l/(1 -B”)). But then (by further increasing the right-hand side) (f - l)*c 
nr i-4rmJi4 + 4r’Jm which yields f 6 Jm + 2rm 1’4 + 1. 
While Theorem 3.2 provides a better asymptotic estimate of the performance of 
the algorithm than Theorem 3.1, it does not giLz a better bound for practical 
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situations. In principle the O(m 1’4) term may be the dominating factor fQr the small 
values of m that arise in practice. For that reason, it is important to get a more 
meaningful bound for small values of m. A third Tz:ay of evaluating the heuristic based 
on (2) is thus presented, which gives numerical bounds on the algorithm for small 
values of m. This also will give an intuitive idea as to the growth rate of f(m). 
Recall that the heuristic takes its worst value at the vector b* with the property that 
Ei(b*) is the same for every i. From E&j*) = E&b*) with Bz = 1, we get uz = bf2. 
From Ei(b*) =El(b*) we get for 1~ i cm, 
(7) 
Using Br =l-(b:+l +a 9 Q + bz), we note that the above equation is in terms of 
bf and bF+l,.  *, bz. ence each br can be determined inductively as a function 
of b:. Using l=bt+- + bz, we can solve for bt. Solving this equation and 
computing 1 + l/b: gives a bound on ihe algorithm. It is not hard to show that there 
is a unique solution to this equation subject to bl a bz 3 l 0 .a b, > 0. 
This calculation was done on the MACSYMA system which generated the 
expressions to be solved and then solved them. The indication for this small sample of 
data is that &n + O(log m) might in fact be an accurate bound. The valuef(m) for the 
range of values considered seems to be bounded by Jm + 0.21 log2 m + 1. In fact, not 
only isf(m) bounded by this expression (in the range we considered), but it seems to 
grow slower than this expression. The results together with other key quantities are 
given in Table 1. 
Table 1 
m f(m) Jm J m +m1j4 1+2Jm Jm +0.21 log2 m + 1 
2 2.62 1.41 2.60 3.82 2.62 
3 3.06 1.73 3.05 4.46 3.06 
4 3.41 2 3.41 5 3.42 
5 3.71 2.24 3.74 5.48 3.73 
6 3.98 2.45 4.02 5.90 3.99 
7 4.22 2.65 4.28 6.30 4.24 
8 4.44 2.83 4.51 6.66 4.46 
9 4.64 3 4.73 7 4.67 
10 4.83 3.16 4.94 7.32 4.86 
50 9.1d 7.07 9.73 15.14 9.26 
100 12.~4 10 13.16 21 12.40 
500 24.915 22.36 27.09 45.72 25.24 
1000 34.41 31.62 37.25 64.25 34.7 1 
5000 73.88 70.71 79.12 142.42 74.29 
10 000 103.33 100 110 201 103.79 
Note that f(m) does seem to be growing faster than Jm +0(l) although this 
cannot be proven by such numerical studies. 
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The above results were obtained using the bound of (2). An important purpose of 
these results is to show how f(m) behaves. An additional reason for this calculational 
exercise is to get as good a bound as possiMe on the heuristic for small values of m. 
This goal is furthered if we use the slightly more complicated bound given by (3). In 
our analytic studies the bl/Bi term was ignored since it does not impsove the 
asymptotic results (in particular it is always less than 1). Nevertheless, for small 
values of m it is a significant portion of the bound. The second table gives a bound on 
the algorithm without neglecting this extra term. (The same technique was used for 
generating Table 2 as was used for generating Table 1. To use this technique, it must 
first be shown that a bound on the algorithm is obtained by analyzing the vector 
b* E B which has the property that E: (b*) is the same for each value of i. This is a 
simple exercise using the technique of the proof of Theorem 3.2.) 
Using the bound of (3) gives a result which is about 0.7 or 0.8 better than the bound 
of (2)-a substantial saving for small yy1. For large values of m the improvement is less 
significant due to the large value of either bound. 
Table 2 
m 
-- 
bound on the algorithm 
2 ‘, 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1.75 
2.25 
2.65 
2.97 
3.25 
3.50 
3.73 
3.94 
4.14 
Intuitively it seems quite wasteful never to use certain processors. It is an open 
question to determine how to use the slow processors in order to provide a 
quantitatively better performance rates. There are certain simple safe techniques 
that one may use which die not harm tl?e performance ratio. For example, one may 
first determine a list schedule on the fastest i processors. Then, if a slow processor is 
free at a particular time, and an e>;ecutable task is not being executed, and 
furthermore the finishing time of the task will be later with the current schedule than 
the time that our sicw processor could finish it, then it is safe to assign the task to the 
slow processor. 
The fact that this procedure is not harmful may be easily seen. Since the finishing 
time of the chosen task is earlier i.1 the new schedule than in the original schedule, no 
task needs to be finished later than in the original schedule. While it is eavy to 
determine such safe uses for the slow processors, we have been unable to determine 
any methods that guarantee faster behavior. 
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3.3. Achievability of the performance bound 
In this section it is shown that the results of Section 3.2 are asymptotically correct. 
This is done by demonstrating that for a certain set of processor speeds and a specific 
task system, the performance ratio of a list schedule on the fastest i processors (for 
anyi=l,..., m) may be as large as Jrn - 1. The fact that this example shows that 
any choice of i has the potential of being m times worse than b$timal is 
significant. It tells us that no sophisticated way of choosing i provides better than &z 
behavior if once i is chosen a list schedule is the only added feature of the heuristic. 
Consider the situation, where bI = Jm - 1 and bi - 1 for i > 1. Consider the task 
system of 2n tasks as diagrammed in Fig. 1. A node represents a task and an arrow 
represents aprecedence dependence. The time requirement of each of the it tasks in 
the long chain is G. The time requirement of the other n tasks is m - 1. An 
asymptotically optimal schedule proceeds as follows. P1 executes every task in the 
long chain. Each task in the long chain requires unit time on Pt. Meanwhile, 
p2 , . . . , P,,, execute the tasks that are not in the long chain. Each of these Frocessors 
requires time m - 1 for one of the tasks. If n = m - 1, then the long chain requires 
time m - 1, but Pm will not finish its task until 2m - 3 units of time have passed since 
its task is not executable until m - 2 units of ti.me elapse. For any value of n the 
finishing time is similarly bounded by n + m - 2. 
To discuss the fact that this task system may be executed inefficiently, no matter 
how many processors are used, consider two situations. The first is the case that one 
attempts to schedule the system on the fastest processor. The second is the situation 
that the processing is done on i processors for any i > 1. 
Fig. 1. 
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If only the first processor is used, then there is not enough processing power to 
execute this task system efficiently. Specifically, the total amount of time require- 
I 
ment of this task system is n (m - 1 + m). With only t/n2 - 1 processing power 
available, the finishing time must be at least n(1 + fi). For large values of n, -_ 
this provides a performance ratio of approximately 1 +&r - 1 times worse than 
optimal. 
Consider the scheduling of this system on i processors for i > 1. A ‘bad’ list 
schedule uses P1 on the ‘non-long chain’ tasks, and PZ on the chain tasks. After time 
m, PI finishes the first non-chain element, and PZ finishes the first chain 
element. Repeating this stategy for each pair of tasks requires time G for 
each pair. Thus the total time for the bad schedule is about dm - 1 and the ratio 
between the finishing times of the ‘bad’ schedule and the optimal schedule 
approaches Jm - 1 for large n. Note that no matter how many processors one 
attempts to use, a bad list schedule only allows two processors to be used. 
The fact that m - 1 of the m processors have the same speed in this example is 
important. In [3] it is shown that with independent tasks and almost identical 
processors (in the sense of m - 1 of them being identical) improved algorithms may 
be obtained. 
Recall that the upper bound on the algorit?lm was Jm + O(m 1’4). It has not been 
shown that this is the best upper bound on the algorithm. However, whatever the 
numerical value of f(m) - maxb(g(b)) is, a bound on the heuristic of Section 3.1 may 
be obtained in terms of f(m). Consider a set of m unordered tasks, the ith having time 
requirement b:. The optimal schedule requires unit time. Using only the fastest 
processor (a valid choice with the algorithm as presented) requires time l/b:, But 
f(m) - 1 = l/b?. Thus f(m) is almost achievable (whatever f(m) is). This means that 
an exact bound on the algorithm may be obtained by solving the mathematical 
problem of determining f(m), without any need to look at more task systems. 
Consider the related heuristic of trying to minimize 
1. b: b? 
E;‘b*)s--+----, 
i b: Bi 
In that case Ei (b*)= l/b?. Recall that at the vector b* that maximizes 
miniEf(b*), E:(b*) is the same for every i, and using only the fastest processor 
is a valid choice. In that case, 1 /by for this vector b* is an exact upper and 
lower bound. 
To give a concrete example, consider m = 2. Ei (6) = l/b1 and E;(b) = 
1+ (61/b*) - bl. Solving E; (b) = E;(b) provides bl = 0.57 and 62 = 0.43. Let 
cc (TI) = 0.57, p (T’z) I= 0.43 and c = empty. Then the optimal schedule requires unit 
time. The algorithm presented here may choose to use only the fastest processor and 
require time l/O.57 = 1.75. This agrees with the bound predicted by solving the 
maximization problem. 
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4. Preemptive scheduling 
This section discusses preemptive scheduling. Preemptive scheduling permits the 
temporary suspension of the execution of a task. When the task is continued, only the 
unexecuted portion needs to be finished, and there is no penalty for the temporary 
suspension. Formally: 
A preemptive schedule for (9, C, p) on a set of processors 9 is a total function Y’ 
that maps each task T E 9 to a finite set of interval, processor pairs. If Y(T) = 
{C[il, ill, Qd, ICi2, &I, Qd, . . . 9 Nil, jd, Qd, then 
(1) ip, jPER+forp=l ,..., 1, 
(2) iP sj,forp=l,..., landjP&,,lforp=l ,..., l-1, 
(3) QP E 9 for p = 1,. . . ,1. 
For ip, s t < jPT is being executed on processor QP at time t. The time il is the starting 
time of T, and the time jl is the finishing time of T. 
A valid preemptive schedule for (3, C, g) on a set of processors P is a preemptive 
schedule for (9, C, p) with the properties: 
(1) for all t E R+, if two tasks are both being executed at time t, then they are being 
executed on different processors at time t; 
(2) for T, T’E F, if T < T’, the starting time of T’ is not smaller than the finishing 
time of T; 
(3) for T E Y (with 9’(T) as above), p(T) = ((jl - iNr(Q1)) + l 9 l G- (( ji - il)/r(Q/)) 
where r(Qi) is the rate of Qi (i.e. if Qi = Pi, then r(Qi) = bi). 
Condition three asserts that each task is processed exactl;. ; Jng enough to 
complete its time requirement. 
The performance of the maximal usage heuristic is discussed. A maximal usage 
preemptive schedule is a valid preemptive schedule satisfying the following two 
requirements: 
(1) whenever i tasks are executable, then min(m, i) tasks are being executed (a 
task is executable if all its predecessors have been finished, but the task itself has not 
been finished); 
(2) whenever i processors are being used, the fastest i processors are in use. 
It is easy to see how to transform any schedule 9’ into a maximal usage schedule 
that has a finishing time at least as small as that of 9’. 
Maximal usage preemptive schedules were studied in [7]. It was shown that any 
maximal usage schedule has a finishing time not worse than $ + Jrn times worse than 
optimal. 
In this section a performance bound on maximal usage schedules is obtained by 
appealing directly to the results of Section 3. Fix a set of processors. Consider (2) in 
Section 3.1. It suffices to show that (2) (when interpreted as a bound on the 
performance of any maximal usage schedule) applies to any task system scheduled 
with any maximal usage schedule, and any value of i. From this, one may conclude 
t5at for any task system and any maximal usage schedule (with finishing time w), 
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w/wept S Jm + O(m li4). This proof follows by applying the bound of (2) and using 
Theorem 3.2. For some value of i the right-hand side of (2) is bounded by Jm + 
O(m”4). Note that in this context woPt represents the finishing time of the optimal 
preemptive schedule. 
It sufices to show that wept satisfies the iower bound of Lemma 3.1 and w satisfies 
the upper bound of Lemma 3.2. The former is immediate, since the lower bound did 
not consider the fact that nonpreemptive schedules were used. 
To get the upper bound on w given in Lemma 3.2, break up all intervals of any 
maximal usage schedule into two types of intervals. One type of interval is when at 
least i processors are being used, and the second type is when fewer than i processors 
are in use. Clearly, one may use at least i processors for at most a total of &4/Bi units 
of time. Also, the intervals during which fewer than i processors are in use are height 
reducing intervals. ‘These height reducing intervals decrease the height by a rate of at 
least bi per unit time. Lemma 3.2 follows and thus one may conclude: 
Theorem 4.1. Let (9, <, JL) as above. Let w be the finishing time of any preemptive 
maximal usage schedule, anA let wept be the finishing time of an optimal preemptive 
schedule. Then WJ Wept s Jm + O(m lj4). 
5. Extensions autd conclusiou 
In [S, 123 the scheduling of jobs on processors of ditierent types is considered. In 
this model, tasks and processors are both partitioned into sets of different types and a 
task may be executed only by a processor of the same type. In [8], an analysis of list 
schedules was presented for the situation that within each type, processors were of 
different speeds. In [9] the methods of this paper are extended to get speed 
independent bounds on certain scheduling algorithms for this machine environment. 
The techniques are more complicated and the bound of Theorem 3.1 is generalized 
in two different ways. Each generalization may produce a better bound, based on the 
number of processors of each type. The maximal usage preemptive schedules for 
typed task systems are also considered. 
The algorithms presented in this paper are examples of scheduling algorithms that 
violate the naive ‘greedy’ heuristic of trying to schedule as many tasks as possible at 
each point in time In this context methods have been developed for deciding when to 
be -greedy and how greedy to be. It l.vould be interesting to obtain similar algorithms 
for ~.%~r situations, for example where the processors are identical. Also, one would 
hope to find improvements in the algorithms presented, possibly by making use of the 
time requirements of the tasks or the nature of the partial order. Since any algorithm 
that does not use the time requirement of a job before scheduling it is at least Jrn 
times worse than optimal [2], the improvements are likely to be in areas which use the 
time requirements of the tasks as a factor in the scheduling algorithm. 
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